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Altium joins BSA to support anti-piracy crusade
Altium takes further steps to ensure protection of IP
SYDNEY, Australia – June 6, 2007 – Altium Limited (ASX: ALU) industry-leading developer of unified
electronic product development solutions, today announced it has joined the Business Software Alliance
(BSA) as an Asian regional member. Membership of BSA gives Altium the opportunity to actively work with
the highly respected body to assist in the reduction of software piracy and the education of the public about
sound software management practices. Altium has previously been a BSA member in The People’s Republic
of China.

BSA recently announced the results of their May 2007 BSA - IDC Global Software Piracy Study * which
found in Taiwan that software piracy has dropped two percentage points in 2006 to 41 percent. To further
promote a reduction in the incidences of piracy in Taiwan, the BSA has been offering monetary rewards of
up to NT$3million for information on the unauthorized use of software. Altium is actively supporting BSA’s
campaign in Taiwan and agrees that any reduction in the piracy rate could help Taiwan’s IT sector grow
substantially, generating new jobs and opportunities for the local economy.

“Altium is pleased to be partnering with the BSA in countries such as Taiwan where software piracy is limiting
the growth of the local economy,” said Peter Williamson, Director of Sales, Asia Pacific, Altium Limited. “First
and foremost, Altium is a technology company whose mission is to help engineers build great electronic
products through continual innovation of our Altium Designer unified electronics design software. Piracy only
serves to undermine innovation on a global scale as it limits the return on R&D investment across the entire
software development industry.”

According to the May 2007 BSA - IDC Global Software Piracy Study*, software piracy has many negative
economic consequences, including local software industries crippled by competition with pirated software
from abroad, lost tax revenues and jobs from lack of a legitimate market and, decreased business
productivity from using unsupported and early version software. These costs also reverberate up and down
the supply and distribution chains and greatly effect the viability of a strong software channel market.
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“We are extremely delighted that Altium has decided to expand its membership into the Asia region,” said
Jeffrey Hardee, BSA Vice President and Regional Director for Asia-Pacific. “Altium will add tremendous
value to BSA’s campaigns in Asia, and its participation underlines the need for a united commitment to
promote sound policies and legal framework that create a healthy business environment for the software
industry and its hardware partners.”

The BSA-IDC Global Software Piracy Study covers piracy of all packaged software that runs on personal
computers, including desktops, laptops and ultra-portables. The study does not include other types of
software such as server- or mainframe-based software. IDC used proprietary statistics for software and
hardware shipments and enlisted IDC analysts in 50 countries to confirm software piracy trends.
About Altium Designer
Altium Designer is the industry’s only electronics product development system that removes the barriers
imposed by disparate design flows and unifies the different design disciplines involved in electronics product
development – the design of the hardware, the programmable hardware and the embedded software. Altium
Designer’s unified design environment means users can harness the potential of the latest electronics
technologies, and move to a ‘soft’ design methodology without the need to acquire specialist programmable
device expertise. This provides companies with increased design flexibility, reduced production costs and
speeds time-to-market. Altium Designer also delivers the freedom to move between any device, from any
vendor, at any time and lowers total cost of ownership by eliminating the need to integrate extra-cost addons to increase functionality, or make up a complete solution. For more information, please visit
http://www.altium.com/Products/AltiumDesigner/.

About Altium
Altium Limited (ASX:ALU) is the industry’s leading developer of electronic product development solutions
dedicated to unifying the different design disciplines involved in electronics product development. Altium
products ensure all electronic engineers, designers, developers, and their organizations, take maximum
advantage of emerging design technologies to bring smarter products to market faster and easier. Founded
in 1985, Altium is headquartered in Sydney, Australia with sales offices in the United States, Europe, Japan,
China, and resellers in all other major markets. For more information, please visit www.altium.com.
Altium, Altium Designer, LiveDesign, and their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Altium Limited or its
subsidiaries. All other registered or unregistered trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners, and no
trademark rights to the same are claimed

*Fourth Annual BSA - IDC Global Software Piracy Study, released May 15, 2007.
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